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Gender data has remained skewed for many years. To date, we fall behind in scaling up the numbers reported. A deep look at the Global Monitoring Media Report (GMMP) 2020 reveals that women are still ...
Closing the Gap: A Call to Change the Gender Data Narrative
Australias largest equestrian organisation is under fire for failing to act on proposals to improve its Indigenous engagement, after its management described a plan to move the organisation in line ...
Pony Club under fire for failing to act on Closing the Gap
And, at the current rate at which the gender inequality gap is being closed, it is now the case that it will take 135.6 years to close the gap ... lead Given the woeful attitudes and behaviours ...
Time to gender parity has blown out to 135 years. Here' s what women can do to close the gap
A thorough and sometimes enraging book shows how women are stripped of authority, why that’s bad news for everyone and what we can all do about it ...
The Authority Gap by Mary Ann Sieghart review – why men are still on top
Stigma and negative attitudes from health providers and ... and humanitarian organizations to just mind the gap. We must close it.
Opinion: How to close the contraception gap for women in crisis settings
Closing the Gap in Health Care: A Personal Odyssey - Volume 49 Issue 2 Skip to main content Accessibility help We use cookies to distinguish you from other users and to provide you with a better ...
Closing the Gap in Health Care: A Personal Odyssey
Lots of progress has been made since German reunification - but there are still differences and division between east and west, according to a new report.
How big is the divide between eastern and western German states?
A new study in the Journal of the European Economic Association, published by Oxford University Press, finds that electoral districts with a larger gender pay gaps show favoritism toward male ...
Gender pay gap means fewer female candidates on the ballot
Based on decades in the industry, though, I can say very genuinely that the ability to manage one’s attitude is a more valuable asset than aptitude. You might be saying, “Really? What about digital ...
One Job, Two Good Candidates—Would You Hire for Attitude or Aptitude?
Unfortunately, many Americans — particularly non-white households — are missing out on such robust market growth, exacerbating disparities in a growing wealth gap. According to the 2019 Survey ...
Minorities – Close the Wealth Gap through Investment
In Part 1 of this series on myths and answers for addressing the leadership gender gap, I shared 7 erroneous myths we all believe about why women might not pursue or succeed in leadership roles (e ...
Psychology Today
Many children are bothered by the strict and demanding attitudes of their parents, using words such as "very authoritarian," "uncompromising," "overprotective," "undemocratic," and "one-track ...
Bridging the Gap Between Two Cultures: An Analysis on Identity Attitudes and Attachment of Asian Americans
A new survey has revealed a huge gap in how safe different generations feel about going ... The study also uncovered variations in attitudes towards virtual meetings vs face-to-face communication with ...
Survey reveals huge gap in different generations attitudes to returning to the office
But nearly 35 years is a long time in retail. Fashions change, and Gap – which is to close all 81 of its UK branches by the end of September – ends its time on UK high streets as a store where few ...
‘It’s a tremendous fall from grace’: What happened to Gap?
Hesitancies around taking a Covid-19 vaccine stems from a gap in knowledge or awareness ... unit tested the knowledge and surveyed the attitudes of a nationally representative sample of the ...
Vaccine hesitancy stems from a gap in knowledge or awareness of the benefits - ESRI
Technological advancements continue to focus on safety and indeed have enhanced safety for general aviation to air carrier operations. Improvements range from airframe parachutes to new surveillance ...
The New Era of Aviation Safety: Cognitive Science
the attitude would not have changed, but the events of 2020, in principle, changed everything. How does the Ukrainian government perceive Lukashenka today? Yuri Butusov believes that Kyiv sees the ...
Cut off the Criminal from Financing: How to Accelerate the Collapse of the Lukashenka Regime
At a recent outing, Fontalvo, 72, was armed with a black Ama Su Vida — “Love Your Life” — mask and what she says is a positive attitude ... “The gap is closing, but we’re not going ...
Advocates continue efforts to close vaccine gap for Latino communities in Md.
Japanese mothers want to care for their child by maintaining the safe, close bond and protect their child (Rothbaum, 2000). In addition, the Western cultural norms that say that it is good and ...
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